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Japan, the quiet achiever. Graham Davis of the Economist Intelligence Unit’s

Corporate Network programme in Tokyo shares his observations and the findings
of a recent survey; despite being a tough market multinational companies are
quietly making money.

costs, staffing challenges and a slowing economy (well
“It is a marathon, not a sprint”. And that might be just as well,
management has to justify its existence somehow I supgiven the problems company heads seem to face in running
pose) and relative satisfaction at actual performance and
their businesses in Japan. Whether foreign or domestic,
profitability. And if management thinks it has challenges
the challenges of slowing sales, rising costs and turbulent
here, they are dwarfed by what companies face elsewhere.
hiring conditions would be enough to make any executive
Japan as a cushy number – who would have thought it?
lose sleep. But for the executive at a foreign company in
Japan there is an added layer of
difficulty – just how committed is Ferocious local competition, largely No surprise, of course, that Japan is a low growth market. And
your company to the country?
static markets, difficult business
in fact most respondents expect
It is easy to understand why practices and a general lack of inte- things to slow here in 2008. But
company headquarters in far
gration in the international commu- what is impressive here is that
across a whole range of busiaway parts of the world lack ennity
make
Japan
appear
unattractive
ness areas – from commodithusiasm. Ferocious local comties to chemicals, from property
petition, largely static markets,
to professional services, from mall to manufacturing site
difficult business practices and a general lack of integration
– people make money. And our respondents on average
in the international community make Japan appear unatachieved sales growth in the order of 7% in 2007, imtractive relative to the perceived opportunities in China,
pressive in an economy struggling to achieve 2% growth.
India and the rest of Asia. Offer headquarters a billion
customers and 10% annual growth and watch them drool!
Headquarters of course are slobbering now at the growth
and profitability figures for China – a great combination of
So should we expect an exodus of foreign companies as
good profits and quick growth. Having ignored South East
things turn-down in Japan? Are Vodafone, Carrefour, Boots
Asia since the Asian financial crisis 10 years ago, compaand other such ‘blasts from the past’ going to be followed by
nies will be wondering whether that area too is a more allurother companies who find it all, well, too difficult? I think not. I
ing combination of growth and profitability. And India too has
think that secretly many foreign companies are actually raththat crucial selling point of being an under-exploited market
er pleased with their activities here. Don’t shout about it, but
of over a billion people -- why not just ignore the fact that
Japan is actually a profitable and important market for many.
profitability is low and hope that eventually it will come good,
after all, for many India is a relatively new market so optiThe Economist Intelligence Unit Corporate Network surmism on future profitability is probably not unreasonable. But
veys annually our members across Asia about business
back to the mature and supposedly difficult market of Japan.
conditions, prospects and risks. The results for Japan
for the last survey, conducted in December 2007, are a
Firstly, costs. Things might seem tough here – it looks as
combination of the usual gloom and whinges about rising

though across the board, costs are expected to be higher
highest in the region. No, you might actually be better off in
than 2007 and respondents seem most concerned about
slow growing, slow-changing Japan. It is profitable, albeit
land and rent costs in 2008 (perhaps a good sign for those
a bit boring if staffing challenges is what you really like. Is
long the real estate market). But tough is relative. The numit all going to go wrong though? Does business in Japan
bers for Japan are dwarfed by cost expectations in China
have greater threats to its survival than elsewhere? Could
and India. Take labour; our survey showed companies in
the government continue its destructive policies which in
Japan dealing with manager-level and skilled labour cost
recent years have brought ruin to the consumer finance
increases of 5-6% a year in 2007. The figures for both Chiand housing industries? Well, the government clearly has
na and India are around double that – with major skill shortsome talent in that direction, but overall, Japan represents
ages emerging in a number of key areas. Multinationals in
a fairly benign risk environment; despite its appetite for
India, for example, are now getting used to paying hiring
destruction, Japan actually offers a much better regulatory
bonuses, previously a rare recruitand legal risk environment than
ment tactic. Sales professionals, Sensible multinational businesses China or India. While we might
branding experts and promotional
moan about political stagnation
will see Japan for what it is: an and inaction in Japan, however,
activities are all becoming major
cost challenges for businesses in important market where profits are it is stable stagnation, even if
India – while in China it is not just a
toothless in the ability to deal with
hard-earned but achievable
question of rapidly rising costs but
problems. Nor does Japan have
quality is also a major headache.
anything like India’s infrastructure
problems or China’s tax policy risk. Instead its stable but
The biggest difference though lies in staff turnover – and
slow-moving economy is much less risky than either of
here the difference is striking. Japan is the only location in
China or India’s high growth, high opportunity economies.
the region where staff loyalty translates into a stable workforce where management is not under continual pressure to
Sensible multinational business will see Japan for what it
fill gaps, let alone grow. Imagine the challenge of running a
is: an important market where profits are hard-earned but
business in the services industry in India, where annual staff
achievable; an attractive market which might not have the
turnover approaches 35%; how do you expect customer
complete allure of China and India these days but which
loyalty when you don’t even get it from your own staff? Or
certainly doesn’t have their challenges and risks either.
look at China and the 10% rise in unskilled labour costs per
annum – they might be rising from a very low base, but that
A marathon, not a sprint, with some pretty satisfied people
is some wage inflation, and for unskilled labour by far the
out there quietly getting on with it.
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